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Instrument specific tunings and fostering distinctive style have been cornerstones of Balinese music for generations. However, tuning systems as sonic structures have diminished considerably with the expanse of modernity and the invasion of conservatory-trained teachers into village contexts where “unique tunings have consequently disappeared over recent decades” (Hamish 2005). With the influx of “transnational popular styles,” globally oriented youth-culture may be oblivious to what sonic structures lurk just beneath the surface of homogenized diatonic soundscapes. Therefore it seems pertinent to address the issue of what has been recently deemed “musical invasives,” not as preservationists, but as active agents in the dynamic, multi-tiered exchange between industry leaders, researchers and local bearers of culture to participate in the active recreation of soundscapes that are sustainable and musically diverse. In this paper I do just that by examining the applicability of a highly prescriptive approach to biological systems called *terrior* to the arts and humanities. I will argue that “musical terrior” as a concept may provide a framework for approaching and empowering musical systems such as the increasingly endangered Balinese tuning systems that may be nurtured and cultivated to satisfy local agendas against the backdrop of dominant global cultural forces.
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